Application solutions from Covestro
Makrolon® Lumen XT brings modern look
to Seminole Hard Rock Hotel and Casino

Application

Dynamic LCD video dome sets the tone for upscale
gaming, dining, and nightlife

Background

The hotel’s porte-cochère main entrance was under
renovation to install a custom video dome to be
constructed of steel and a plastic material. Working
closely with, and providing technical support, the custom
lighting manufacturer decided to investigate Makrolon
polycarbonate sheets as a viable solution. The polycarbonate needed to act as a diffuser for the 16,000 LEDs
that light the dome.

Solution

Makrolon® Lumen XT LC5

• Unique light diffusing and light transmission capabilities
• Fabrication friendly
• UL 94 V-2 rating

Challenges

The designer needed to use a material with high impact
strength, high flammability resistance, and temperature
resistance. When comparing typical light diffusing
products such as glass and acrylic, Makrolon Lumen
XT was best suited to this application as it met the
properties required and a thinner sheet was able to be
installed thus helping with weight reduction. Makrolon
Lumen XT provides high light diffusing properties that
deliver video images with clear definition, the end result
is a dazzling display.
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The manner in which you use and the purpose to which you put and utilize our products, technical assistance and
information (whether verbal, written or by way of production evaluations), including any suggested formulations and
recommendations, are beyond our control. Therefore, it is imperative that you test our products, technical assistance,
information and recommendations to determine to your own satisfaction whether our products, technical assistance
and information are suitable for your intended uses and applications. This application-specific analysis must at least
include testing to determine suitability from a technical as well as health, safety, and environmental standpoint. Such
testing has not necessarily been done by Covestro.
Unless we otherwise agree in writing, all products are sold strictly pursuant to the terms of our standard conditions of
sale which are available upon request. All information and technical assistance is given without warranty or guarantee
and is subject to change without notice. It is expressly understood and agreed that you assume and hereby expressly
release us from all liability, in tort, contract or otherwise, incurred in connection with the use of our products, technical
assistance, and information. Any statement or recommendation not contained herein is unauthorized and shall not
bind us. Nothing herein shall be construed as a recommendation to use any product in conflict with any claim of any
patent relative to any material or its use. No license is implied or in fact granted under the claims of any patent.

With respect to health, safety and environment precautions, the relevant Safety Data Sheets (SDS) and product labels
must be observed prior to working with our products.

